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Thanks to those of you who 
have contributed to it as 
these contributions are 

essential to the newsletter‘s 
success

All feature article in this and
upcoming edition, will touch 
on topical issues of interest 

to PNHS members. If you 
would like to contribute 

articles in future newsletters 
or front cover photo, please 

contact me via email: 

alizah.hajiali@shell.com
pnhs.brunei@gmail.com

Cheers,
Alizah
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promote interest in natural history
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0.5 – 3 pages

Wk 1 bimonthly 
Newsletter will be OUT end-month

Everyone  is 
(PNHS members /ex PNHS / nature lovers)

So get your story out ---> Readers are waiting

HOW WHAT

WHO WHEN

To submit YOUR articles : pnhs.brunei@gmail.com
alizah.hajiali@shell.com

✓ Express yourself and share your passion
✓ Share your ideas, knowledge , nature 

journeys and mission

WHY

Tired of housework/workdays that never end? 
Sit down and write a note to the PNHS Newsletter! It is therapy!

Tired of looking at your own pictures?
Send some to the Newsletter & share with fellow readers!

Been out lately?
Send your sightings to the Newsletter!



#2: Black-winged Stilt and Pied Stilt

So here’s our #2 Migratory Birds with unmistakable elegant wader stance, boldly pied plumage, distinctive long hot-
red legs and black needle-like bill!

This year has been fairly wet and many wetland birds have taken advantage of the situation. On several weekends

between Jan-Feb 2019, l headed out to Brunei’s largest actively farmed rice field, Wasan, to try and see if it brought

an influx of waders and shorebirds. On the way in to Wasan, one is always greeted by large flocks of Chestnut

Munias and the now domesticated Javan Sparrow – common in the hundreds at Wasan, yet almost extinct in Java

from where it originates. Then along the larger ponds we instantly spot the Black-winged Stilt (Himantopus

himantopus) in all it’s dainty ballet-like glory. I always enjoy watching them and it seems fitting that they can

delicately wade through mud without getting stuck. Stilts can be found at Wasan typically during August/September

to April/May. One can typically find flocks of up to 20-30-40 birds consisting of both adult and juveniles, typically

accompanied by Wood, Green and Marsh Sandpipers, while Whiskered Terns flies over snatching insects.

Stilts are nothing unusual as far as rarity goes, but they are irresistibly beautiful creatures, such a perfect bird for

reflection photos. It is distributed from the Medittanean and sub-Saharan Africa to SE Asia and Taiwan [Clements

Checklist, Cornell, 2018]. It winters south to Borneo and Wasan is a safe spot to see it, where it favors wetlands with

open shallow water and paddyfields. They feed primarily on aquatic insects, but will also take molluscs, crustaceans,

earthworms, small fish, as well as water plants and their seeds [birdlife.org]. Black-winged stilts move rapidly while

foraging until something catches their eyes, or actually more typically, they feel it with the very soft and highly

sensitive tip of their long beak. They feed while wading in the water and seize prey at or near the surface.

Occasionally, birds plunge their heads below the surface to catch sub-aquatic prey. Apart from a tiny speck of mud

at the end of its bill, it is still spotless. On occasions they can swim too, typically across a tiny patch of deeper water

in the pond.

East Asian-Australasian Flyway 

Migratory Birds In Borneo 

Author : Alizah Ali

@ A.Alizah



#2: Black-winged Stilt and Pied Stilt

Nesting in small colonies, the mated pairs strongly defend their individual territories. Breeding stilts form strong,
monogamous pair bonds. The male and female both equally do their work from nests, right from incubating eggs to
raising the chicks. [birdeden.com] Apart from incubating which takes around 25 days, the males are known to chase
away predators. As soon as the eggs hatch, the parents remove the shells from the nest, which helps in better
camouflage. The chicks hide in the water at night, to avoid predators. These chicks are precocial, which means that
they can walk and swim before 24 hours after hatching. They fledge after 4 weeks and are ready to mate when
they're 1 - 2 years with maximum lifespan is about 20 years. [birdeden.com]

Then we have a much rarer relative – the Pied Stilt Himantopus leucocephalus. Its range is from Indonesia to
Australia and New Zealand; winters to Philippines [Clements Checklist, 2018]. it is referred to in many field guides
as White-headed Stilt or Black-necked Stilt. The “Black-necked” is perhaps the most descriptive of this bird, and the
first and foremost identification feature is the black neck seen on adults in breeding plumage. In winter and
juvenile plumage most birds remain indistinguishable from Black-winged Stilts. I was fortunate to spot a Pied Stilt in
beautiful adult plumage [Seria estuary] in 2018, showing the key id feature of this graceful bird. I have been unable
to verify any prior sightings of this in Brunei – so this is possibly the 1st confirmed record in Brunei??

East Asian-Australasian Flyway 

Migratory Birds In Borneo 

continued



(with much appreciated guidance from Ulrike Bauer for text content)

Locally known as Monkey Cups or Pitcher plants, Nepenthes is a genus of the dicotyledonous family Nepenthaceae.
The plant was originally described in 1658 by a French governor, followed by several other naming conventions until
1737 when the name Nepenthes was bestowed by the Swedish botanist Carl Linnaeus. He choose the name
Nepenthes with reference to Homer’s Odyssey in which Helen of Troy is given a potion, “Nepenthes pharakon” by an
Egyptian queen. Nepenthe means “without grief” and according to Linnaeus is a drug the quells all sorrows with
forgetfulness. He was nearly beaten to the post by German botanist Georg Rumphius who discovered two new species
in the Malay Archipelago and gave the name Cantharifera meaning “tankard bearer”. In 1670 Rumphius went blind but
managed to nearly complete the botany manuscript he was compiling with the help of artists and clerks. Unfortunately
half of the illustrations were lost in a fire yet with perseverance he completed the work in 1690. Two years later the
ship carrying the book to the Netherlands was attacked and sunk by a French vessel. Rumphius rewrote it using a copy
retained by Governor-General Johannes Camphuijs however it was not published until 1741, 39 years after his death
and by then Linnaeus had named the plant Nepenthes.

There are around 130 different species (about a third located on Borneo), with new ones being found regularly.
Populations are common across SE Asia with outlying species in Madagascar, Seychelles, India and New Caledonia.
Nepenthes prefer sandy, acidic soils, and are found from lowland coastal areas to the mountains and being
carnivorous valuable nutrients like Nitrogen and Phosphorous, lacking in the soil, are obtained from their prey.

PNHS Archive

Monkey Cups & Pitcher Plants

Author : Dinah Pantic

The “trap” or U shaped cup of the plant contains fluid, produced by the plant which is
used to drown it’s victim. These might be insects, rats, lizards or even birds. Glands in
the bottom of the “trap” absorb nutrients from the captured prey. The operculum or
“lid” keeps rain from diluting the fluid in the “trap” section and may contain glands to
attract potential prey. Pitchers found near the base of a plant usually are bigger then
those found higher up which are smaller, differently coloured and shaped. Flowers
are either male or female, and found on separate plants.

Brunei hosts many different species of Nepenthes and a number of these reside in the
forest around Labi road where some amazing examples can be seen, particularly N.
rafflesiana pictured below and on the next page.

Three differing examples of N. rafflesiana. These pitchers were all found at ground level.



(with much appreciated guidance from Ulrike Bauer for text content)

PNHS Archive

Monkey Cups & Pitcher Plants

continued

N. rafflesiana  (note this one was
Located higher up, therefore is more
“horn” shaped

N. ampullaria (located higher up) 

N. rafflesiana  with lidnot yet opened 

N. ampullaria (near plant base) 

N. albomarginata

N. hookeriana

Peristome of N. rafflesiana 
N. gracilis
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Presenter:
Mark Easterbrook

Elephant Adaptation

Comparing Namibia’s desert-
adapted elephants to Borneo’s 

forest-adapted elephant:
Through a photographic diary of 

the work being undertaken to 
manage human-wildlife conflict in 

both regions.

Explore the challenges of the 
desert-adapted elephant in their 

search for water, and the 
challenges of the forest-adapted 

elephant due to habitat 
fragmentation.  
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Explore an Endangered forest

2019 Ideas? Energy?

 Green Corridor Growing Plants Race
 PNHS & The Last Straw Contest
 Find-a-seed from the Beach/Camp & Growth Race
 Nurseries- Build at both Panaga Schools
 Seed Planting (with Jon Davies) 

 Wildlife (Hornbill) Day Event Needs support
 Wildlife warriors/PNHS Junior Group 
 PNHS Presentation ideas?
 Adopt-a-Beach 

 Beach Informational Walks & Barbecue? With clean-up
 Camera Trap (Mesozoic Explorers) 
 More Wildlife Comics 
 ?????
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5:30 am

7:30 – 9 pm

Starfish Panaga beach Michelle Brown

Pufferfish Panaga beach Anne McLachlan

Goose barnacles Panaga beach Ping Teo Mendes

Sunda Toad ? Annette Scheck

Jellyfish Panaga beach Francesca Santoni / Wilma Plishka/Sheena Hendry

Stingray Panaga beach Wilma Plishka

Wrinkled Hornbill Panaga camp Jenna Anand

Pied Hornbill (newborn) Panaga camp Anna Coyajee

Cicada Tacua Speciosa Tennis court Gudalur Chutti Gowder

Bronzeback Panaga camp Andrew John Cunningham

‘unidentified’ bettle Panaga camp Carolyn Stennard

Giant swallowtail moth Panaga club Aran Testa

Information/Identification gathered from PNHS fb.
Any correction on id are most  welcome ☺

pnhs.sightings@gmail.com

mailto:pnhs.sightings@gmail.com
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New PNHS members

6:30 am

5:30 am

Welcome

Farewell & Thank You

P N H S
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SEASHORE LIFE BOOKS

Newly revised 10th anniversary edition of the original series from 2008. 
Read these books and be inspired to visit the beach and do some beachcombing, and find out why Brunei is 
one of the best places in the world for the array of exotic nuts, seeds and shells washed up onshore. Share 
your visit with the wildlife, the ever present patrols of crabs, migrating birds, and examine the fishermen’s 
catches.

Marvel at the variety of plant life that has adapted to the seashore environment, with their color and texture 
and understand the climate: the seasons with their winds, tides and their effects on the beach.

Lastly, find out the effect of man, the dominant species, and the only one that can protect, nurture and 
conserve this wonderful heritage, or destroy it all.

Prices
Soft cover set of 8 books $25
Hard cover set of 8 books $45

Cash or chit payments accepted
The books were written by members of the Panaga Natural History Society (PNHS)  and sponsored by BSP
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COMIC BOOK

Produced collaboratively with BSP and PNHS, with support from the Ministry of Education. 
An effort to help raise awareness in educating children about Brunei’s rich, diverse natural heritage.

The 90-page A4-size bilingual comic book tells the tale of two fictitious Brunei born children Raffie and 
Simpor, who had returned to Brunei after more than four years away due to their parents being stationed to 
work overseas. The comic depicts their lives learning about living in the rural area of Kuala Belait with their 
grandparents and the various flora and fauna found in the area.

So grab your copy today!

Prices
$20
To purchase, contact:
Steph Straatman at stephaniestraatman@panagaschool.net
“Raffie Simpor” fb page

Drawn by Indonesian comic artist and story written by a very well known Dutch comic scriptwriter, who has 
written many stories for the Dutch Donald Duck, Tina and Bobo.

mailto:stephaniestraatman@panagaschool.net

